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Look at that; bunch right there. See that one standing up on
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. point like that.' You can just see it. I has been a long time
since I tried to figure fem out. These stars tight h e r e — s e e —
Now, this old boy, come in here to the United states, hewas,here
one night. He knows every star there. That ifed star. You ever
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seen that one?,
(No.)'
.
\
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It's redder looking than the ones- over here this way.
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Mary:

I can remember seeing it when I was little.'

Ralph: Now he knows all about that one. It. comes across the.
sky like a flower. I ain 1 1 seen him in abou

five years. He

said he stayed across the wajter so many years and just comes
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back to the United States once a year. Then there's the evening
star and-the Morning Star. The evening star shines tKe brightest
in early evening. The Morning Star comes up about daylight.
This old boy that won that award and knows all about the stars
j

told me^ "Did you know that you can count only about 3000 stars
in the United States'?11* »That-Js', what he told le.
MANY KINDS OF •TBJSJS FOUND IN THIS AREA.
There's a lot of different kinds of trees around here;

is

white dak, blackjack, red oak, post oak, cotton .wood, pin oak,
ash, hackberry, sycamore,, dogwood, elm, just lots of different
kinds of timber h^re.
CERTA'IN.TREES FOR MEDICINE
And every one of t"hem trees is good for something. One time a
lot of folks was down with the flu.. And a lot of |em would be
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gettin over it an4 -would have a cough, and couldn't get rid of

